Lung cancer has a considerable impact on morbidity and mortality throughout the world. Despite extensive effort, no lung cancer-specific cytogenetic changes, such as lineage-specific translocations or inversions, have been described to date. In this study we used multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH), comparative genomic hybridization, and multicolor bar coding to analyze eight cell lines derived from non-small cell lung cancers. M-FISH did not identify any balanced translocations, which are the dominating feature in leukemias and lymphomas. Instead, M-FISH unraveled an enormous number of numerical and structural aberrations, with each tumor having its own "private" pattern of chromosomal changes. In contrast, comparative genomic hybridization demonstrated similarities between tumors, because each cell line shared some chromosomal segments that were commonly gained or lost. One of these involved chromosome 12. Chromosome 12 specific bar code probe sets were constructed and used to demonstrate that breaks on chromosome 12 occur preferentially within specific bands. With the progressive use of higher resolution approaches, more information can be gained about the chromosomal alterations in cancer.
I
n industrialized countries lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer death among both women and men, with an increasing incidence during the past few decades (Pisani et al, 1993) . Lung cancer is subdivided into small cell lung cancers (SCLCs) and non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLCs). NSCLCs comprise three major groups depending on the cell type: squamous cell carcinoma (30% of all lung cancer), adenocarcinoma (40%), and large cell carcinoma (15%).
Because of the high impact of lung cancer on morbidity and mortality, considerable efforts have focused on understanding the underlying genetic change related to the pathophysiology of lung cancer. Karyotype analysis has provided a fruitful approach to characterizing tumor cells. The accumulating data from hematological malignant diseases and bone and soft tissue tumors support the idea that each cancer type may be characterized by specific genetic alterations (Barr, 1998) . However, such tumor-specific alterations have generally not been found in the common epithelial malignancies. Despite technical advances in cell culture, the rate of successful karyotypic analysis of lung carcinomas has remained low because of karyotype complexity and chromosome morphology. In NSCLCs, one of the most common aberrations is the deletion of 3p, as first documented by Zech et al (1985) . Overall, the emerging picture indicates that, in NSCLCs, deletions of chromosome arms 3p, 9p, and 17p, trisomy 7, and isochromosomes i(5)(p10) and i(8)(q10) are recurrent themes within the plethora of genetic alterations (Johansson et al, 1995; Testa et al, 1997) . Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and allelotyping studies have confirmed many of these karyotypic imbalances and revealed, in addition, several other recurrent abnormalities, such as DNA copy number decreases on chromosome arms 1p, 3p, 4q, 5q, 6q, 8p, 9p, 10q, 13q, 14q, 18q , and 21q, and DNA gains on chromosome arms 1q, 5p, 7p, 7q, 8q, 11q13, 12p, 16p, 17q, 19q, and 20q (Petersen et al, 1997a 5p, 7p, 7q, 8q, 11q13, 12p, 16p, 17q, 19q, and 20q (Petersen et al, , 1997b 5p, 7p, 7q, 8q, 11q13, 12p, 16p, 17q, 19q, and 20q (Petersen et al, , 1998 . However, no cytogenetic alterations specific for NSCLCs have yet been detected. In this study, multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH) (Speicher et al, 1996a ) was used for color-karyotyping of metaphase spreads from four new NSCLC cell lines and four established NSCLC cell lines. In M-FISH, at least five fluorophores are needed to distinguish the 24 human chromosomes, and each of the five fluorophores is imaged separately by using a series of optical filters (Lichter, 1997; Speicher et al, 1996a Speicher et al, , 1996b . The five images are merged into a composite in which each chromosome is assigned a distinct color based on its unique spectral signature (Bolzer et al, 1999; Eils et al, 1998; Speicher et al, 1996a Speicher et al, , 1996b Uhrig et al, 1999) . The M-FISH results were combined with CGH data. Because chromosome 12 was often involved in structural aberrations, a chromosome 12-specific bar code was used to determine whether breaks on this chromosome occurred in a completely random fashion. The molecular cytogenetic approaches presented here use progressively higher resolutions and, therefore, permit a more precise description of the spectrum of chromosome alterations in NSCLCs.
Results

CGH Analysis
A summary of genetic imbalances observed in the cell lines is shown in Figure 1 . Vertical lines to the left of each chromosome indicate loss and lines to the right indicate gain of chromosomal material. Gains and losses were observed on all chromosomes. Frequent losses were observed on chromosome arms 4q, 8p, 9p, 9q, 13q, and 15q, whereas frequent gains were observed on chromosome arms 8q, 12p, 12q, 17q, and 20q. The CGH results from our newly established cell lines were compared with the primary tumors from which they were derived, and each showed an almost identical CGH profile (data not shown).
Multiplex FISH
Karyotypes were generated based on the spectral signature of chromosomes. With the exception of DV-90, all cell lines revealed a large number of numerical and structural abnormalities. A detailed description of the composite karyotypes, in the long nomenclature of the International Standing Committee on Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (ISCN) (Mitelman, 1995) , is shown in Table 1 . Only abnormalities observed in at least two metaphase spreads were included in the karyotype designation. Figure 2 shows a representative karyotype for cell lines Colo-699 (a), A427 (b), D54 (c), and D117 (d).
M-FISH did not reveal a significant difference in chromosomal complexity between cell lines with a low passage number and the cell lines with a high passage number. For example, cell lines D54 and D117 (Fig. 2 , c and d) were analyzed at passages 3 and 19, respectively. In both cases the changes were already as complex as in the commercial cell lines (Fig. 2 , a and b). To further unravel the underlying organization of cytogenetic abnormalities in NSCLCs, several questions were addressed:
How Often Are Individual Chromosomes Involved in Structural Abnormalities? The frequency of interchromosomal abnormalities was evaluated by counting chromosomes participating in a translocation or insertion. For example, if a translocation t(2;7) was consistently observed in a particular tumor, participation in a structural abnormality was counted for both chromosome 2 and chromosome 7. Using M-FISH, only large BEN 86 -89, X, der(X)(:p213q21:), der(X)(Xp213 Xq10ϻ12p11.2312p12), der(1)(1q2531q10ϻ16?316?), der(1)(19?319?ϻ1p1031qter), i(2)(qter3q10ϻq103qter)x2, dic(2;9)(2pter32q13ϻ9q3439p24), der(2)(20?320?ϻ2p1032q31), der(3)(3pter33q27ϻ19?319?), der(3)(14qter314q10ϻ3p1033q27ϻ11?311?), i(4)(q10), der(4)(:p153q10:), der(4;21)(21q21321q10ϻ4p1034q21), der(5)(19?319?ϻ5p1535qter), der(5)(5pter35q10ϻ16p11.2316p13.2), i(5)(p10), der(6)(Ypter3 Yp11.2ϻ6p11.236qter), der(6)(6pter3q10ϻ12?312?), del(7)(pter3q21:)x2, der(7)(20?320?ϻ7p1037q36ϻ15?315?), der(10)(:10p11.2310q21:), del(11)(:p11.13qter), ins(11;7)(11pter311q13ϳ14ϻ7q?ϻ11q13ϳ14311qter), der(11)(11p14311q13ϻ12?312?ϻ8q2338qter), i(12)(q10), der(12)(1q3231q21ϻ12p11.1312q24.3ϻ12?-12?)x2, der(13)(17?317?ϻ13pter313q14ϻ15q22315qter), der (17)
Colo699 (see Fig. 2a ) 69 -70, XX, der(X)(Xpter3 Xq22ϻ7?37?), der(3)(17qter317q22ϻ3p2133qter)x2, der(7)(9qter39q31ϻ7p2237qter)x2, i(10)(qter3q10ϻq103qter), der(11)(11pter311q14ϻ8q2138qter), der(12)(22q?322q?ϻ12p12312qter)x2, der(16;22)(22q13322q10ϻ16q10316q13)x2, der(17)(17pter317q25ϻ3?33?), der (17) D54 (see Fig. 2c ) 85-93, XX, der(1;15)(15q?315q10ϻ1q1031qter), del(2)(pter3q24), der(2)(12?312?ϻ2pter32q?ϻ12?312?), der(2;10)(10qter310q10ϻ2p1032pter), der(2;17)(17qter317q10ϻ2q1032qter), i(3)(qter3q10ϻq103qter), der(4;17)(4pter34p10ϻ17q10317q21), del(5)(:p123qter), der(5)(5pter35p12ϻ5pter35qter), der(5;21)(5p13ϳ143p10ϻ21q10321qter), i(5)(pter3p10ϻp103pter), i(8)(qter3q10ϻq103qter)x2, der(9)(2?32?ϻ9p21ϳ2339qter), i(10)(qter3q10ϻq103qter), der(12)(9?39?ϻ12p11.2312q13), der(12)(:p123q12:), del(15)(pter3q21:), del(16)(pter3q10:), i(17)(qter3q10ϻq103qter), der (18) intrachromosomal changes are detectable if chromosomes are homogeneously stained with the color combination of only one chromosome, and yet the size and/or 4Ј, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) banding indicates structural abnormalities, such as deletions and duplications. These intrachromosomal aberrations were included in our summary shown in Figure 3 . Chromosomes could be subdivided into three groups with chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, and 22 as the group of chromosomes with the most often observed intra-or interchromosomal changes (Ͼ14 times each). Chromosomes 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19 , and 20 participated less often (8 -14 times), and chromosomes 4, 10, 13, 14, 15, 21, X, and Y, the least often (7 times or fewer each).
Do Certain Chromosomes or Parts of Chromosomes Tend to Fuse Particularly Frequently Either as Translocations or Insertions?
The occurrence of fusions of different chromosomes or parts of chromosomes, either in the form of translocations or insertions, was analyzed in Figure 4 . A fusion among two chromosomes is indicated in the respective field. For example, a translocation t(3;17) appears in column 17, row 3. The number in each field indicates how often such an interchromosomal exchange was observed. Only fusion chromosomes observed in at least two metaphase spreads were included. Fusions among parts of chromosomes 11 and 12 were observed most frequently (n ϭ 7). Other frequently occurring fusions were, in descending order, between chromosomes 19 and 22 (n ϭ 5); 1 and 15, 3 and 11, 3 and 12, 3 and 17, and 12 and 22 (n ϭ 4 each). Note that this analysis does not indicate the breakpoints. Thus, the derivative chromosomes with chromosome 11 and 12 material may not have the same breakpoints.
Can NSCLCs Be Classified According to the Percentage of Inter-and Intrachromosomal Changes? The percentage of chromosomes participating in structural abnormalities for each tumor was analyzed (Fig. 5) . In the majority of tumors, about 20% to 35% of chromosomes showed structural abnormalities (A427, Colo-699, D51, D54, and D117). However, in two tumors (BEN and D97), more than half of all chromosomes were involved. The only exception, with one unbalanced translocation, was DV-90. Most tumors (A427, BEN, Colo-699, D51, D97, and D117) were dominated by interchromosomal D117 (see Fig. 2d) 63-73, X, del(X)(:p103qter), der (1) NSCLCs, non-small cell lung cancers; ISCN, International Standing Committee on Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature. a Breakpoints were differentiated via multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH) and the corresponding 4Ј,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained images.
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changes; however, in D54, intrachromosomal changes represented the majority.
Chromosome 12-Specific Bar Code
To assess whether breakpoints along a chromosome occur at preferential locations, two chromosome 12-specific bar codes (Table 2a) were applied to cell lines A427, Colo-699, D51, D54, D97, and D117. The M-FISH results were used as a guide to locate specific marker-chromosomes in the metaphase spreads. Figure 6 shows examples of applications of the chromosome-12 specific bar code to Colo-699 (a) and A427 (b). The chromosome in the first column in Figure  6a (Fig. 2a) resulted in a missing signal of the p-terminal YAC 924, (Fig. 6a, column 2) . Surprisingly the bar code revealed that the large chromosome 12 inserts in the der(17) (Fig. 2a) were caused by a duplication of chromosome region 12p11.2-p12 (Fig. 6a, columns  3 and 4) . Table 2b summarizes the frequency of observed breaks between adjacent YAC clones, and the results are also illustrated in Figure 7 . Using the combined information of the two alternating bar code sets, two breakpoint cluster regions were identified in regions 12p11.2-p12.3 and 12q15-q21.3 (Fig. 7) .
Discussion
The large number of gains and losses detected by CGH (Fig. 1) reflects the enormous genomic instability encountered in this tumor entity. Similar CGH patterns for NSCLCs were previously obtained from primary NSCLCs (Petersen et al, 1997a (Petersen et al, , 1997b . The CGH results, showing specific gains and losses for some chromosomal regions, suggest that within the plethora of numerical changes some underlying specific patterns exist. The genomic instability in NSCLCs was also reflected in the M-FISH results. With the exception of cell line DV-90, the structural and numerical changes observed were very complex ( Fig. 2 and Table 1), and no common pattern was evident from the M-FISH data per se. Cell lines with short passage numbers (Fig. 2 , c and d) demonstrated already a complexity similar to that of the commercially available cell lines with much higher passage numbers (Fig. 2, a and b) .
Balanced translocations were not observed in any cell line. Instead, the data suggest that the development of NSCLCs is more dependent on an intricate combination of deletions and amplifications of multiple chromosomal segments. As a result, each cell line had its own, "private" pattern of numerous structural abnormalities. The only evidence for some nonrandomness was suggested by the preferential involvement of some chromosomes in structural inter-and intrachromosomal rearrangements (Fig. 3) and the clustering of breakpoints as shown for chromosome 12 (Figs. 6 and 7) . Based on the facts that some chromosomes have a special preference to break, that the breakpoints occur preferentially in certain regions, and that there is some evidence that particular fusions of double-strand breaks occur more frequently, one can speculate that this could result in the formation of fusion proteins in epithelial cancers. However, the significance of such putative fusion proteins for tumor initiation and progression and their real frequency is currently completely elusive. The data suggest that tumors with preferential interchromosomal rearrangements (A427, BEN, Colo-699, D51, D97, and D117) occur with a higher frequency as tumors with a rather intrachromosomal instability (D54, as shown in Figure 5 ).
The application of well-defined chromosomal bar codes is an important addition to M-FISH. The delineation of a chromosomal subregion participating in a breakage is often not possible based on the M-FISH results and a comparison of the banding pattern alone. For example, in Figure 6a , the wide DAPI-light band was caused by a duplication of chromosome region 12p11.2-p12. This could not have been concluded by any other method. In the past the extent of complex chromosomal rearrangements was assessed by banding techniques alone. While M-FISH results indicate that the true extent was in fact underestimated, the additional application of a bar code improves resolution and increases the degree of discern- 
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ible rearrangements even further. This is documented in the fact that the chromosome 12 breakpoint cluster regions were not identified before in NSCLC (Mitelman et al, 1997 ) (see also database about breakpoints in epithelial cancers: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ CCAP/NG/mitelmanSum.html). We anticipate that, for a wide range of epithelial cancers, the precise location of many breakpoints is not known yet. Thus, assuming that the high resolution mapping of breakpoints may be the key in the identification of lineage specificity in epithelial tumors, a cascade of experiments, as described here with the progressive use of higher resolution approaches, should gain new information about the chromosomal alterations in cancer.
Materials and Methods
Cell Lines
Eight cell lines were analyzed. Four (D51, D54, D97, and D117) were primary cultures established at the Institute of Pathology at the Charité (Berlin, Germany), one (A427) was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Rockville, Maryland), and three (BEN, were purchased from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany). Five tumors were adenocarcinomas (Colo-699, D51, D54, D117, and DV-90), and one was a large cell carcinoma (D97). The others showed phenotypical features of NSCLC in cell culture without distinct histotypic differentiation.
CGH
CGH was done as described previously (Petersen et al, 1997a (Petersen et al, , 1997b . Details are available at the Web site http://amba.charite.de/cgh/.
Metaphase Preparation
Metaphase spreads were prepared from the primary cell cultures at passages 56 (D51), 3 (D54), 39 (D97), and 19 (D117). The remaining cell lines have been in culture for an extended period and passage number data are unavailable. Preparation of metaphase spreads was according to standard protocols with the exception of the hypotonic treatment, which was done using 0.8% sodium citrate for approximately 20 minutes.
M-FISH
M-FISH was done as described previously (Eils et al, 1998) . In brief, the complex M-FISH probe mixture was generated by pooling the painting probes according to our combinatorial labeling scheme. For example, all painting probes with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) as part of the identifier tag were combined in a "FITC-DNA-pool," and the same was done for Cy3, Cy5, biotin, and digoxigenin. Exact probe concentrations were described by Eils et al (1998) . The five fluorochrome DNA pools were labeled by degenerate oligonucleotide primed PCR (Telenius et al, 1992) , mixed, and ethanol precipitated overnight. The precipitate was resuspended in a hybridization mix, consisting of 50% formamide, Plot of number of intra-(light bars) and interchromosomal (dark bars) changes per chromosome. Chromosomes most frequently involved in structural rearrangements were chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, and 22 (Ͼ14 times each). Chromosomes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19 , and 20 participated less often (8 -14 times), whereas chromosomes 4, 10, 13, 14, 15, 21, X, and Y were rearranged at an even lower frequency (7 times or fewer).
M-FISH Analysis of NSCLCs
Laboratory Investigation • July 2000 • Volume 80 • Number 7 15% dextran sulfate, and 2 ϫ SSC. The probe mixture and slides were denatured and hybridized for one or two nights at 37°C. After posthybridization washes and blocking with 3% BSA, biotin and digoxigenin pools were detected using avidin-Cy3.5 (1:300; Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) and anti-digoxigenin-Cy7 (1:200; Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Freiburg, Germany), respectively. FITC-, Cy3-, and Cy5-labeled probes were imaged directly with appropriate filter sets. The slides were counterstained with DAPI and mounted in p-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride antifade solution. Interchromosomal rearrangement scoring: summary of all fusions between different chromosomes. A fusion among two chromosomes is indicated in the respective field. For example, a translocation t(3;7) appears in column 7, row 3. The number in each field shows how often such an interchromosomal exchange occurred. a Guided by the M-FISH results, specific marker-chromosomes with chromosome 12 involvement were analyzed in more detail in 6 tumors (A427, Colo-699, D51, D54, D97, D117). The table summarizes the frequency of observed breaks between adjacent YAC clones. Using the combined information of the two alternating bar code sets, two major breakpoint cluster regions were identified in regions 12p11.2-p12.3 and 12q15-12q21.3.
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Figure 5.
Graph showing the percentage of chromosomes participating in structural abnormalities (interchromosomal, light; intrachromosomal, dark) for each tumor. About half of all chromosomes were involved in these abnormalities in tumors BEN and D97. For the other tumors, changes are in the range of 20% to 35%, with the exception of DV-90, which showed an unbalanced translocation as the only detectable structural alteration. In most tumors, interchromosomal changes represent the majority of observed changes; only D54 exceeded 50% intrachromosomal changes. Table 2 . To avoid overlapping signals that may hamper unequivocal interpretation in tumor metaphase spreads with condensed chromosomes, two different chromosome 12 bar codes were generated. Each bar code set consisted of seven YACs (Table 2a) , with complementary map positions to cover most regions of chromosome 12 and to achieve a maximum resolution.
M-FISH Analysis of NSCLCs
Epifluorescence Microscopy
Images were captured using the motorized epifluorescence microscope Leica DMRXA-RF8 (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with an eightposition filter wheel and a new generation of filter sets (Chroma Technology Corporation, Brattleboro, Vermont). Specifications for these filters were published previously (Eils et al, 1998) . For image capturing, a Sensys CCD camera (Photometrics, Tucson, Arizona) with Kodak KAF 1400 chip (Kodak, Rochester, New Figure 2b . The small chromosome 12 material at the distal tip was derived from chromosome band 12q24.3. The chromosome in the second column corresponds to the der(11) (Figure 2b ) and contains chromosome 12 region 12q13-q15. The third column shows a der(3)(12?::3p11ϳ3q28::12?) with 12p12-q15 material at the proximal and 12p12 material at the distal end. The chromosome in the fourth column corresponds to the der(12)(12pterϳq12::11?::12?), with 12p12 in the proximal and 12q24.3 in the distal region.
Figure 7.
Summary of results obtained with the two sets of chromosome 12-specific YAC clones (Table 2 ). YACs and their map position are indicated on the left side. Bars on the right side indicate the space between adjacent YAC clones for each bar code set (black, Set 1; gray, Set 2). The thickness of the bars corresponds to the frequency of breaks between the two YACs. The combined information of the two bar code sets allowed us to narrow down the breakpoints. For example, with Set 2, breaks between YACs 952a6 and 754a1 were observed nine times, but no breaks were seen with Set 1 between YACs 933e11 and 928a12. This suggests that breaks preferentially occurred distal to YAC 933e11. Altogether, two major breakpoint cluster regions were identified: regions 12p11.2-p12.3 and 12q15-12q21.3.
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York) was used. Both the camera and microscope were controlled by the Leica QFISH software (Leica Microsystems Imaging Solutions Ltd., Cambridge, United Kingdom).
Image Analysis
M-FISH image analysis was done applying an adaptive region-oriented approach for spectral classification of fluorescence signals (Eils et al, 1998) . The classification process is integrated into the Leica MCK image analysis package (Leica Microsystems Imaging Solutions Ltd.). Chromosome 12-specific bar codes were generated by pseudocoloring and overlaying gray images using the Leica QFISH software (Leica Microsystems Imaging Solutions Ltd.).
